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Papers in this symposium were presented at a Stanford University conference on
August 10–14, 2009 entitled “When Are Diverse Beliefs Central?” They reflect the
rapidly growing literature on the impact of diverse beliefs. It may thus be helpful to
the reader if I use this introduction to highlight some ideas of this literature as reflected
in the papers of this volume.

As the era of Rational Expectations (in short RE) comes to a close it is important to
clarify two points. First, the success of RE in disciplining macroeconomic modeling
should not obscure the fact that the term “rational” is merely a label. Rationality of
actions and rationality of beliefs have little to do with each other and using the term
“rational” in RE has tended to brand other beliefs as “irrational.” Studying axioms of
belief rationality is actually a fruitful area of research that can fill the wide open space
between RE and true irrational beliefs.

A second point relates to private information. Not wishing to contradict RE, many
adopted the device of asymmetric private information as the “cause” of diverse beliefs.
Indeed, some view diverse beliefs as equivalent to asymmetric information. This is
theoretically and empirically the wrong solution and in Kurz (2008, 2009) I explain
why. It suffices to say that in large markets behavior under private information is
different from behavior under diverse beliefs with common information. Also, all
empirical evidence associates diverse forecasts with diverse modeling or diverse
interpretation of public information. Finally, due to stochastic independence of pri-
vate information over agents and time, RE models with asymmetric private infor-
mation fail to deliver the key dynamic properties that are the central implications of
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economies with rational but diverse beliefs with common information (for details see
Kurz (2009)).1 Such dynamic properties entail added economic volatility and imply
new risk that is generated within the economy and not by exogenous shocks. I discuss
these dynamic properties below.

I cover three issues. First, I review reasons for belief diversity used in the papers.
Next, I review the key substantive results of the papers. Third, although there is com-
monality of approaches among the papers, there are also subtle differences and a
clarification of these ideas may then be helpful.

1 Why are beliefs diverse?

Belief diversity is not only a well-established empirical fact, but forecast data also
reveal no tendency for persistent merging of opinions about any important variable.
Hence, a good theory must explain not only belief diversity but also persistence of
diversity. All papers in this volume hold views on this question but only two address
it as a central research topic. Guesnerie and Jara-Moroni (2011) study the relation
between the “eductive” viewpoint of expectational stability and rationalizability in
games. Eductive reasoning has been used in static or in dynamic environments. To
briefly explain this approach I note it emanates from questioning whether rational
agents can coordinate their beliefs on a common belief that leads to stable dynamic
path by assuming it is common knowledge all agents are rational and know the struc-
ture (e.g. Guesnerie 1992, 2002; Evans and Guesnerie 2003, 2005). To that end think of
the economy as defining a reduced form dynamic iterative process in which a given set
of diverse agents’ models induce a set of true possible transitions for the economy and
each new true equilibrium transition leads to revised subjective models. For example,
in a static Muth model agents can be asked to hypothetically choose a price fore-
casting model and this selection would lead to an equilibrium price given such func-
tions. Given that equilibrium price functions are common knowledge, agents would
revise their price forecast models which induce a true transition to a new equilibrium.
Since under eductive reasoning the structure is common knowledge, rational agents
are required to engage in such mental process even in more complicated dynamic
settings. For belief coordination to occur this mental process of selecting forecast
functions (or beliefs) must converge to a unique equilibrium which is the common
belief. The process is close in spirit to Iterative Expectation Stability (e.g. Evans and
Honkapohja 2001). Either lack of stability of the eductive process or multiple equi-
libria imply lack of coordination and hence persistence of diversity. If we think of
forecast models as “strategies” then the process can be formulated as a game and
conditions for self-fulfilling belief are analogous to conditions for rationalizability in
games. In that case results in game theory become applicable to the study of diversity
of beliefs. This is exactly the approach adopted by Guesnerie and Jara-Moroni (2011).

1 In a static model REE with private information may not exist, may not be Pareto optimal, may not be
incentive compatible, and may not be implementable as a perfect Bayesian equilibrium of an extensive form
game. Since to ensure delivery under asymmetric information agents must write contracts, we find that a
resulting REE fails to have desirable normative properties even if it exists [see Glycopantis et al. (2005,
2009)].
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They examine different axioms of knowledge and rationality of agents in relation to
conditions of rationalizability and show that even under strong conditions of knowl-
edge and rationality, belief diversity can persist and convergence cannot be assured.

Wieland and Wolters (2011) explore the prevalence of belief diversity across mac-
roeconomic models of the U.S. economy. They select six standard models and use the
same historical data to estimate the model parameters and generate forecasts of output
and inflation during the last five NBER-dated U.S. recessions. These constitute a col-
lection of heterogenous forecasts which are then compared with the distribution of
private forecasts by the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF). Such comparability
is appropriate since data used are the same as data used by the Fed and SPF forecasters.
The authors find that mean forecasts are close to the mean SPF and Fed’s Greenbook
forecasts. The degrees of heterogeneity among model and among professional fore-
casts are similar but these degrees vary substantially over time. Although all models
assume agents hold RE, the diversity of model forecasts are traced to differences in
assumptions, information sets, and estimated parameters across models. Hence, even
a collection of standard academic models is a set of diverse beliefs.

The Wieland and Wolters (2011) paper has a powerful message with two parts. It
shows that even within a traditional RE methodology there is a wide range of insuffi-
cient scientific knowledge which induces diverse beliefs since belief diversity always
arises when some knowledge is absent. But since belief diversity causes volatility, the
paper also shows that public policy cannot ignore the diversity among businessmen
and among policy makers themselves. In rejecting RE, policy makers can thus take an
important step towards improving the performance of public policy.

In explaining belief diversity the other papers fall into two groups that use different
methods and assumptions and to conserve space I label them. The first group consists
of Kurz and Motolese (2011), Guo et al. (2011), and Nielsen (2011). These adopt
the Rational Belief (RB) approach due to Kurz (1994, 1997) and assume agents are
rational but hold diverse beliefs due to their incomplete knowledge about the complex
economy. The true dynamics is assumed non-stationary due to time-varying technol-
ogy and institutions in which the structure changes faster than can be learned with
precision from data. Since agents have past data on observables, the empirical distri-
bution of exogenous variables is common knowledge. A model is said to be a RB if
its simulation reproduces the empirical distribution. Diversity of belief is then possi-
ble since many different models are compatible with a given empirical evidence. In
short, lack of knowledge of the truth is the foundation of belief diversity. Papers in this
group specify beliefs about exogenous variables at the micro foundation level and then
deduce forecast functions about endogenous variables from an equilibrium analysis.
This leads to an important methodological development I discuss later, which requires
agents to forecast the belief of others. Henceforth I refer to these papers as belonging
to the “RB group.”

The group consisting of Branch and Evans (2011), De Grauwe (2011) and Branch
and McGough (2011) also assumes lack of full knowledge of the truth, but, in addition,
they postulate agents have cognitive limitations that lead to boundedly rational fore-
cast rules of endogenous variables. They assume forecast rules are chosen optimally
from a restricted class of allowable misspecified rules. Central to this group is the fact
that, following Evans and Honkapohja (2001), these are forecast rules of endogenous
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variables and hence are employed at the level of demand and supply rather than deduced
from the micro foundations. Due to bounded rational forecasts, I henceforth refer to
these three papers as the “BRF group.” There is, however, a difference between Branch
and McGough (2011) and the approach of Branch and Evans (2011) and De Grauwe
(2011).

Branch and McGough (2011) study a model with two agent types: those using
RE and those choosing from a fixed set of boundedly rational forecast models. Since
boundedly rational agents use the same method of selecting models from the given set
and since they all use the same data, all boundedly rational agents end up using the
same forecast rule. The resulting diversity across groups is all the authors need for their
results. In contrast, all agents in Branch and Evans (2011) and De Grauwe (2011) are
boundedly rational. In equilibrium they are randomly assigned to forecast models in
proportions (i.e. probabilities) defined by a multinomial logit distribution of the mean
square errors (MSE) of past performance of the different models. Such selection may
result in all agents selecting one model, but conditions are given to ensure equilibria
exhibit belief diversity. The computed proportions measure the market diversity of
beliefs. In Branch and Evans (2011) each forecast rule depends on parameters that
are updated using least-squares, following Evans and Honkapohja (2001) and Branch
and Evans (2006, 2007). These parameters and the forecast model proportions are
endogenously determined in a manner I will explain later. In De Grauwe (2011) each
forecast rule is based on a simple heuristic and the diversity proportions are just com-
puted from past data. Although these are models of bounded rationality, they do entail
partial rationality in ranking models in accord with their MSE and I explain later that
this rationality is central to the dynamics of the economy.

2 The impact of diverse beliefs: a brief summary of results in this volume

I have already reviewed the main results of Guesnerie and Jara-Moroni (2011) and of
Wieland and Wolters (2011). I focus now on the other six papers which fall into two
categories. Kurz and Motolese (2011), and Guo et al. (2011) study financial markets
while the other four study the effect of diverse beliefs on the conduct and efficacy of
public stabilization policy.

Kurz and Motolese (2011) study the effect of market belief on risk premia. The
dynamics of individual beliefs are described as Markov state variables, and the paper
derives equilibrium asset prices and implied risk premium of a model where individ-
ual agents hold Markov beliefs. The paper shows that above and beyond the effect
of business cycles on risk premia, fluctuations in market belief have significant inde-
pendent effect on the time variability of risk premia. The analytical model leads to
the conclusion that when the market holds abnormally favorable belief about future
payoff of an asset, the market views the long position as less risky and hence the risk
premium on that asset declines. This conclusion is tested empirically in markets for
Federal Funds Futures, for 3- and for 6-month Treasury Bills. The empirical results
are compatible with the theoretical prediction of the model.

Guo et al. (2011) study the problem of leverage with a three-period model of asset
trading with leverage. In period 1 agents trade a risky asset using leverage where the
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risky asset pays either a High or Low dividend. They hold diverse probabilities of the
High payoff which are RB in the sense of Kurz (1994). The distribution of their fore-
casts is specified to be wide and impacts the speculation level and use of leverage. The
allowed leverage ratio is fixed exogenously. In period 2 an exogenous shock alters the
belief of each agent with an Up or Down change. Given their new beliefs agents trade
to adjust their portfolios. Optimistic traders increase their demand and pessimistic
traders decrease it resulting in capital gains or losses. But then, in period 2 agents with
capital gains can increase risk taking via leverage and those with capital losses may
be forced to sell due to credit constraints. In period 3 assets pay dividend. The paper
shows an increase in leverage ratio can raise demand of optimistic investors, result in
a price increase at that date and in a “pyramiding” or “depyramiding” phenomenon
of stock prices in the subsequent period. The paper also shows that an increase in the
leverage ratio can, under some conditions, result in an increased price volatility.

Branch and Evans (2011) study monetary policy with a New Keynesian macro
model of growth and inflation in which, as explained, agents forecast using misspeci-
fied models. Since the proportion of agents using each forecasting rule fluctuates in a
manner I discuss later, the model generates internal volatility in output and inflation.
Since there are only two possible forecasting classes, switching by a fraction of agents
at any date has an externality effect which interacts with the policy rule. The authors
use the term “misspecification equilibrium” to refer to the outcome. With this dynam-
ics in place the model leads to several results. First, even if the central bank uses
a Taylor-type monetary rule, multiple misspecification equilibria can emerge. Sec-
ond, conditions are given to ensure that, in equilibrium, diversity of beliefs persists
in the long run as time goes to infinity. Third, specific sequences of shocks can lead
it to switch between an equilibrium with high volatility of output and inflation to one
with low volatility. The paper then explores the implications for optimal discretionary
monetary policy.

De Grauwe (2011) model is similar to Branch and Evans (2011) and I explore the
precise differences later. He studies fluctuations in equilibrium allocations caused by
fluctuations in market expectations which, in turn, are induced by a random choice
between two allowable biased heuristic forecast. A De Grauwe (2011) equilibrium
leads to sustained waves of optimism associated with high level of economic activity
followed by waves of pessimism associated with low level of economic activity, each
of which is of a long duration. Although the heuristic rules are simple, such simplicity
allows the reader to gain a clear intuition of the process under study.

Branch and McGough (2011) study RBC model with a class of RE agents and a
second class of boundedly rational agents whose decision rules are derived from a
log-linear Euler equation at finite horizons. Their forecasting model is restricted to
be a simple univariate process. Calibrated versions of the model with both types of
agents are shown to imply impulse-responses to a standard technology shock that are
hump-shaped, with output building up over time due to a greater increase in savings
by bounded rational households relative to rational households. Due to amplification
of volatility internally by misspecified forecast rules, the model can derive output vol-
atility of empirical magnitude from smaller technology shocks than the standard RBC
model. The propagation effect increases with forecasting/decision horizon and with
the share of bounded rational households.
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Nielsen (2011) asks whether a stabilization policy can be Pareto improving in the
context of Rational Beliefs. This can be contrasted with earlier work (see Nielsen
2003, 2010) where ex-post optimality was used as a criterion for assessing policies
which aim to restrict the impact of market belief on the economy. Compelling exam-
ples of volatile Pareto optimal allocations motivate the idea that society can be “better
off” with reallocations of effective stabilization policies and this leads to the study of
volatility reducing policies. Nielsen (2011) uses a three-period monetary OLG model
with beliefs about final endowments which are diverse only across generations. In
period 2 agents receive a non-random endowment and a random assignment of their
belief types. Period 1 serves as a device to potentially allow an agent to ex-ante hedge
his uncertainty about future types. However, markets are incomplete and such hedging
is not feasible. In period 3 agents are passive and receive the random endowments.
Since endowment in period 2 is not random, price volatility (which is actually the
volatility of nominal interest rates) is caused only by fluctuations in market belief.
The paper shows that a competitive monetary equilibrium is not Pareto Optimal, but
under a specified set of assumptions the removal of volatility due to fluctuating beliefs
leads to an allocation which is Pareto improving. It is then shown how a combination
of monetary and fiscal policies can remove price volatility by neutralizing the effect
of beliefs. The same problem is also studied in a two-type economy. Here again, it
is shown that volatility reducing policies which lead to Pareto improving allocations
exist.

3 On modeling the impact of belief diversity: an analytical guide

I now highlight the main modeling strategies employed in this volume. My aim is to
help the reader see similarities and differences in methods used and understand why
their authors chose those methods. Let me then start with terminology to simplify the
discussion.

A belief is a probability on space of infinite sequences. It implies a sequence of
date t joint conditional distributions on future events given date t information. “Date
t belief” is a terminology I use to refer to date t subjective joint conditional distribu-
tions. In a Markov economy date t belief is a transition function. While the RB group
defines date t beliefs via transition functions over exogenous shocks, the BRF group
defines date t beliefs via forecasting functions of endogenous variables. Agents who
believe an economy is stationary use a constant transition function or a fixed forecast
function, and their forecasts change only if observed states change. Since dynamics
revolves in this volume around changes in date t beliefs, I now turn to explore the
manner in which these changes are described.

3.1 Describing individual and market states of belief: the expanded state space

I later examine why date t belief fluctuates. Here, I focus on the description of such
changes and the concept used for that is the individual state of belief. This new state
variable is common to all papers and is a variable which fully pins down an agent’s
date t belief. Since in most papers an agent’s date t+1 belief is unknown at date t, it
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expands an agent’s state space of random events. This methodological development
is crucial. Denote by gi

t agent i’s belief state, then the vector (g1
t , g2

t , . . . , gN
t ) is the

market state of belief. In a large economy the market belief—as a vector—is difficult
to work with; hence it is natural to seek symmetry conditions of agents to permit
aggregation. If it is possible, one defines market belief in terms of the moments of the
distribution. It is common to study the first two moments—the mean and degree of
diversity—defined by

The mean market belief = Zt =
(

1

N

) N∑
i=1

gi
t

Cross-sectional standard deviation σZt =
√√√√(

1

N

) N∑
i=1

[
gi

t − Zt
]2

Description of individual and market states of belief in papers by the RB group
and by the BRF group are different and the reader may find it useful to detect such
differences. Consider two examples. Kurz and Motolese (2011) introduce an exoge-
nous dividend {dt , t = 1, 2, . . .} process for which the long-run empirical distribution
is known to be characterized by the stationary transition

dt+1 = λddt + ρd
t+1, ρd

t+1 ∼ N
(

0, σ 2
d

)
(1a)

This stationary transition is an average over a sequence of unobserved economic
regimes due to technology and institutional changes. Agent i does not believe (1a) is
the true date t transition and uses gi

t to describe his own date t belief about dt+1 with
the following perceived transition:

di
t+1 = λd dt + λ

g
d gi

t + ρid
t+1, ρid

t+1 ∼ N
(

0, σ̂ 2
d

)
(1b)

Not all RB papers follow the Markov transition of individual belief states. In
Guo et al. (2011) individual belief states are specified as a linear cross sectional distri-
bution at date 0 which is then subject to a random shock in date 1. Nielsen (2011) state
of belief is an i.i.d. personal signal agents receive in the second date which specifies
the distribution of their endowment in the third period. Also, in Kurz and Motolese
(2011) market belief is represented by moments of the distribution

(
g1

t , g2
t , . . . , gN

t

)
but in Guo et al. (2011) and in Nielsen (2011) market belief is the entire distribution.

As a second example consider Branch and Evans (2011). They take, as a starting
point, an aggregate New Keynesian model of inflation πt and GDP growth xt of the
form

xt = Êxt+1 − ς
(

it − Êπt+1

)
+ vt (2a)

πt = β Êπt+1 + κ xt + ut (2b)
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where it is market interest rate set by monetary policy and (vt , ut ) is an AR(1) process.
Agents forecast yt+k = (πt+k, xt+k) for k = 0, 1 with a misspecified model of either
yt+k = b1 vt+k +ηt+k or yt+k = b2 ut+k +ηt+k where ηt is a vector of random terms.
These two choices are fixed exogenously, reflecting bounded rationality. The param-
eters (b1, b2) are estimated via least squares given the incorrectly specified models,
and past data is used to compute the MSE of the models, denoted by (EU1, EU2).
Following Brock and Hommes (1997) the model selection by agents is usually done
stochastically and independently with proportions (or probabilities) determined by a
multinomial logit distribution

n1 = exp(α EU1)

exp(α EU1) + exp(α EU2)
, n2 = exp(α EU2)

exp(α EU1) + exp(α EU2)
(3)

Agent i’s state of belief is then a random draw gi
t ∈ {1, 2} with Prob

[
gi

t = 1
] = n1

and n1 + n2 = 1. Individual draws are independent and agents are symmetric; hence
the market belief is simply the pair (n1, n2) which describe the proportions of the gi

t
in the population. Diversity of beliefs amounts to the two classes of allowed beliefs.
Within each class agents are identical but across classes their beliefs vary. Date t beliefs
of agents vary over time due to the random selection of their belief at each date. If a
very long data set is used to estimate (b1, b2) and (EU1, EU2), then both (b1, b2) and
(n1, n2) usually converge over time to constants. I later discuss how these may vary
over time.

The above description also applies to De Grauwe (2011), but not to Branch and
McGough (2011). These last authors set up a log-linearized RBC model where agents
forecast their own future consumption, capital stock, and rate of return on capital.
As explained, an agent either holds RE or is boundedly rational and selects from an
allowable set of forecast functions, the parameters of which are estimated with least
squares. Hence, the parameters of all boundedly rational agents are the same and all
use the same forecast function. Individual states of belief are assignments each agent
receives of which group he belongs to and this assignment is constant. The market
state of belief is defined by the proportions of agents in the two classes and these
proportions are also constant.

The distinction between individual and market beliefs has important implications.
All papers postulate a large number of “small,” anonymous agents each assuming his
belief does not affect market belief. Moreover, all papers assume symmetry to ensure
equilibrium endogenous variables depend only upon market belief and not on indi-
vidual beliefs. So, assume an economy with a large number of agents holding beliefs
that are randomly selected independently. Independence means that the law of large
numbers renders average market belief constant and irrelevant to dynamics. Hence,
belief correlation is needed for market belief to endogenously propagates volatility.
Even in a simple noise trading model (e.g. DeLong et al. 1990) beliefs of all irrational
traders are perfectly correlated and this condition is needed for them to affect equi-
librium prices. Hence, to understand how volatility is affected by market belief the
reader needs to detect the nature of correlation of beliefs within a model.
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To broaden the discussion note the empirical facts that data on market belief exhibit
diversity and persistence: when agents form beliefs they typically change them slowly.
Persistence has two implications that need to be explored. First, as a challenge to RBC
theory, persistence of beliefs imply fluctuations can be explained partly by persistence
of technology shocks and partly by persistence of market belief. This is a key message
of Kurz et al. (2005b), De Grauwe (2011) and Branch and McGough (2011).

Second, if market belief exhibits persistence then future market belief is predict-
able by today’s market belief. The RB group of papers show that future belief diversity
requires that an agent distinguish between uncertainty of his own belief tomorrow and
tomorrow’s market belief which is the belief of “others.” Tomorrow’s “belief of oth-
ers” is a new state variable and random values of this state variable is a new kind of
uncertainty which is different from the standard uncertainty about exogenous shocks.
This leads to a further expansion of agents’ state spaces. Do you learn anything new
from observing today’s market belief about tomorrow’s exogenous shocks? Yes, but
not about probability of future exogenous shocks. Why? Since market belief is based
on the same information you already have, there is no new information (about future
exogenous shocks) which you do not have and you can deduce from observing today’s
market belief! It is merely a collective opinion of “others” in the market about tomor-
row’s shocks. Since future market belief impacts tomorrow’s prices, to predict prices
tomorrow you need to forecast the belief of “others” tomorrow. Hence, belief persis-
tence implies that today’s market belief contains useful information which one uses
to forecast tomorrow’s prices! This explains why today’s market belief contributes to
the predictability of future asset prices.

It can be helpful to differentiate the method of the RB and the BRF papers. The
achievement of the RB literature (e.g. Kurz 1974, 1994, 1997, 2008, 2009; Kurz and
Beltratti 1997; Kurz and Motolese 2001, 2011; Kurz et al. 2005a,b; Kurz and Wu 1996;
Motolese 2001, 2003; Nielsen 1996, 2003, 2010, 2011; Wu and Guo 2003, 2004; Guo
et al. 2011) is the development of a consistent General Equilibrium theory with diverse
beliefs where individual beliefs about exogenous shocks (hence market belief) have
independent dynamics, on par with the dynamics of”fundamental” exogenous shocks.
This literature assumes the economy is a non-stationary process and it is this com-
plexity that leads to belief diversity. The impact of diversity is then the emergence of
individual and market beliefs as two new state variables. These expand the individual
state spaces over which an agent’s belief is defined while preserving the unique nature
of an agent’s state space. This approach can lead to complex analysis but is useful to
study the structure of equilibria while preserving the micro foundation of an agent’s
decision making.

In contrast, agents in models of the BRF group forecast endogenous variables ignor-
ing the equilibrium relation between future exogenous and endogenous variables;
hence there is no need for them to forecast explicitly the belief of others. The achieve-
ment of the BRF approach (e.g. Evans 1985; Evans and Honkapohja 2001, 2003;
Branch and Evans 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011; Branch and McGough 2009; Branch and
McGough 2011; De Grauwe 2011) is a drastic simplicity in describing the economy’s
dynamics, permitting transparent study of the macro implications of diverse beliefs.
Dynamic stability and the impact of monetary policy are studied with relatively simple
structures with clear results. One notes, however, that within the BRF group of papers
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there are differences in the dynamics of the market states of belief (i.e. (n1, n2) in
the example). This issue is important and I return to it in discussing Amplification
Mechanisms in the next section.

It may be useful to point out that papers in the BRF literature typically assume the
true economic world of exogenous shocks is stationary and when equilibrium is stable
and unique there is only one true forecast function. Complexity or time variability of
the structure in the BRF literature arises from the agents’ learning process itself and
switching among forecast functions may reflect either multiple equilibria or boundedly
rational process of searching for superior short-term performance.

In sum, a reader may benefit from focusing on the following issues: What is the
correlation among individual beliefs? What causes market beliefs to fluctuate in a per-
sistent manner? How does belief persistence affects the performance of the economy?
These are issues I discuss now. The key insight is that belief rationality is the principal
cause of fluctuating beliefs and belief dynamics!

3.2 Amplification mechanisms: rationality implies dynamics!

Consider an endowment economy with two agent types and random Markov endow-
ments taking two values; hence the economy has two states. Under RE the economy
has two prices. Suppose the two agent types have perfectly correlated “high” or “low”
expectations of future endowments. Such fluctuating belief adds two more states;
hence an equilibrium has four states and four prices. If forecasts are correlated within
a type but not across types so a type can have high expectations while the other low
expectations, the number of states rises to eight. Indeed, as diversity of partly corre-
lated beliefs increases, the market exhibits more states and prices. Price proliferation
effect is found in noise trading models, learning models, and in RB models. But price
proliferation does not imply volatility! To express the idea of volatility due to market
belief I proposed (Kurz 1974) the term Endogenous Uncertainty. Kurz and Wu (1996)
define Endogenous Uncertainty to be present if prices are different in two states with
the same exogenous shock. Some writers associate fluctuating beliefs with Keynes’
Animal Spirits (see De Grauwe 2011). But then, why should date t beliefs fluctuate? I
argue now that agents exhibit fluctuating beliefs as a consequences of some rationality
of belief!

Irrational behavior can explain anything and hence it can “explain” fluctuating
beliefs, which is how noise trading models work (e.g. DeLong et al. 1990) although
there is nothing in the model to justify changes in date t beliefs.. It is, however,
important to note that boundedly rational forecasting can cause amplification without
changing beliefs. To dispose of this question I discuss first Branch and McGough
(2011) where volatility is not amplified by fluctuating beliefs. Their forecasters select
one of two models and estimate its parameters using past data. Such forecast models
amplify fluctuations relative to standard RBC models. But what causes this amplifica-
tion? To provide intuition note that decision rules are deduced from forecasts. If you
forecast no change your decisions are likely to change only little. But if you forecast
drastic changes your decisions are likely to change drastically. Hence, introduction
of sufficiently misspecified forecast models can introduce sufficient variability into
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actual decisions so as to amplify economic fluctuations without fluctuating date t
beliefs. This is what Branch and McGough (2011) demonstrate and in doing so they
complement Kurz et al. (2005b) and De Grauwe (2011) results on the amplification
of business cycles with fluctuating beliefs (see below).

Returning to irrational noise trading, observe it is equally compatible with constant
date t belief. Irrational agents may always be optimistic or always be pessimistic,
disregarding evidence. The terms “optimism” or “pessimism” have meaning only in
relation to a reference empirical evidence. Papers in the RB group assume agents do
not start at date 0 and have ample past data to compute the empirical distribution of past
observed exogenous variables. They compute relative frequencies of events from which
they deduce a stationary probability which is their reference empirical evidence. In a
Markov world they deduce a stationary transition like (1a) taken from Kurz and
Motolese (2011). Optimism or pessimism are date t beliefs which assign higher
or lower probability than the empirical probability. Although there is no generally
accepted definition of belief rationality, most agree rationality requires compatibility
with evidence. I thus discuss the RB group of papers separately from the BRF group.

The RB principle implies that for (1b) to be a RB its empirical distribution must
be (1) which depends upon the time variability of gi

t in (1b). But as a minimum, any
rationality axiom would require that forecasts are correct on average; hence the mean
forecast error is zero. Such a minimal condition implies a belief cannot lead to a con-
stant transition unless an agent believes the stationary transition (1) is the truth. This
is so since if he holds a constant transition which is not (1), then his mean forecast
is different from the mean forecast under (1); hence his forecast error does not have
a zero mean. Simply stated, an agent who is always optimistic or always pessimistic
relative to (1) is irrational since his belief is rejected by the data. It follows that ratio-
nality implies date t beliefs of that agent must fluctuate! Since all data show persistent
belief diversity, most agents do not hold (1) as their belief; hence their date t beliefs
must fluctuate. What are the causes of these fluctuations? Many reasons are given
such as different models for learning from data, Bayesian updating with diverse priors
when posterior beliefs do not converge, diverse interpretation of public information,
etc. Finally, given the empirical evidence for diverse and persistent beliefs, one con-
cludes that most agents hold fluctuating date t beliefs which are often imprecise or
even wrong while being rational and being “wrong” are not in conflict. Rational agents
hold wrong beliefs as long as there is no evidence against them and the term “wrong”
is obviously used here relative to an unknowable standard.

Turning now to the BRF group I focus on Branch and Evans (2011) and De Grauwe
(2011). Although their agents are boundedly rational, they are sufficiently rational
so as to rank performance of the allowable class of models and select randomizing
with the multinomial logit probability in (3). Since random draws of these beliefs
are independent across agents, only the dynamic properties of market beliefs (n1, n2)

matter. These fluctuate because agents rank forecast rules by using only recent data
(i.e. regressions with constant or non-decreasing gain) to estimate recent success of
different models. Large shocks or specific sequences of random shocks in the data can
trigger a sustained switch among multiple equilibria, implying shifts from one market
distribution (n1, n2) to another. In particular, it is possible for a “bad luck” event to
shift the economy from a low- to a high-volatility regime.
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Within the BRF group there is a subtle difference in the definition of equilibrium.
Motivated by stability conditions of Evans and Honkapohja (2001) and by rationaliz-
ability as in Guesnerie and Jara-Moroni (2011); Branch and Evans (2011) require, as a
definition of equilibrium, that market belief proportions (n1, n2) map into themselves.
I note that in Guesnerie and Jara-Moroni (2011) such a fixed point property arises from
a conceptual experiment in each agent’s mind, based on a common knowledge of the
structure. In Branch and Evans (2011) the fixed point is motivated by the idea that
market beliefs should be rational in being self-confirming, and implicit in the defini-
tion is a coordination game where agents select beliefs and can deviate from a belief
“consensus,” rendering a non-fixed point proportions unstable. Such strict equilibrium
requirement leads to the possibility of multiple equilibria. I note that with learning
under decreasing gain such fixed point stability often implies convergence to equi-
librium with constant market belief (which may, however, include diverse beliefs).
Fluctuations of the aggregate proportions thus depend in an essential way on learn-
ing only from recent data and the implied fluctuations may entail switching among
multiple equilibria as defined above.

De Grauwe (2011) definition of equilibrium does not require the fixed point property
explained above. At each date agents compute MSE of the allowable forecast models,
inducing a random assignment of agents to new forecast rules as in (3). Once forecasts
and decisions are made the economy proceeds into the next date when new MSE are
computed. Market belief (n1, n2) changes slowly with new data and agents recompute
the implied new MSE. Since (n1, n2) do not satisfy the fixed point condition explained
above, fluctuations in market belief do not entail switching among multiple equilibria
but rather, these are dynamic fluctuations within a given equilibrium. Although both
study dynamics under monetary policy, one can see that the Branch and Evans (2011)
dynamics is somewhat different from De Grauwe (2011).

3.3 Correlation as belief externality

I have argued earlier that belief rationality is an important component of a coherent
theory of belief diversity since rationality is at the heart of its dynamic implications.
One must then expect that empirical tests of belief rationality relate to the implied
dynamics in addition to orthogonality. However, I must now qualify this position and
show there are important belief externalities which cannot be deduced from rationality
principles; hence a theory has to leave room for exuberance and collective irrationality.
It is found in the structure of correlation across individual beliefs.

To explain the role of correlation I continue to use, as an example, the belief dynam-
ics of Kurz and Motolese (2011). They prove that the state variable gi

t has a transition
of the form

gi
t+1 = λZ gi

t + λd
Z dt + ρig

t+1, ρig
t+1 ∼ N (0, σ 2

g ) (4)

The random term is crucial and they show it arises from a random arrival of qualitative
information. The mean market belief (i.e. the mean of the gi

t ) is denoted by Zt . Hence,
averaging (4) leads to
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Zt+1 = λZ Zt + λd
Z dt + 1

N

N∑
i=1

ρig
t+1

Since individual beliefs are correlated the law of large numbers does not apply and
the average of the ρig

t over i does not vanish. Defining (1/N )
∑N

i=1 ρig
t = ρ̂Z

t+1 �= 0
one concludes that

Zt+1 = λZ Zt + λd
Z dt + ρ̂Z

t+1 (5)

The term ρ̂Z
t is crucial to dynamic fluctuations in the mean, but ρ̂Z

t is not subject to
rationality. It arises from social interaction, it can result from herding or from other
forms of collective exuberance. For example, suppose the correlation between ρig

t and
ρjg

t is Rt which is time varying correlation, independently of i and j and, as explained,
is arbitrary; hence the random terms in (4) satisfy Cov(ρ

ig
t , ρ

jg
t ) = Rtσ

2
g . In that case

one shows Var(ρ̂
Z
t ) = σ 2

g Rt for large N . Each individual random term ρig
t has a

constant variance while the mean exhibits time varying volatility! Moreover, if ρig
t

exhibits small serial correlation, the time path of ρ̂Z
t has a wide degree of freedom.

This fact explains my own view that the most important cause of volatility in financial
markets is the structure of correlation across traders and the shifting nature of this cor-
relation. Since market belief impacts macro performance, a crucial component of the
theory is yet to be developed not from the perspective of individual choice (rational or
irrational) but from the perspective of the functioning of social institutions. The above
example of correlation is representative of other papers of the RB group.

Correlation of beliefs is also central among the BRF group. In assuming agents
select from two forecast rules Branch and Evans (2011) and De Grauwe (2011) ensure
agents’ forecasts are correlated. After random assignment, forecasts are perfectly cor-
related within each of the two groups. Moreover, correlation across agents and serial
correlation of forecasts over time—as new MSE of forecast rules are computed—both
play a crucial role in the dynamics of the economy. Although some correlation sim-
ply result from the structure of the model, the important fact is that it does not arise
from individual rationality and is taken as given by individual agents. Once given, it
operates as an externality.

The issue of correlation complicates the problem of testing for rationality. Since
there would be no aggregate dynamics without correlation, such correlation can entail
market herding, bubbles, and other forms of collective behavior. As aggregate phe-
nomena they do not necessarily provide evidence for individual irrationality.

3.4 The centrality of heterogeneity: can a representative agent be sufficient?

Is belief heterogeneity essential to these papers? Can their results be deduced from
models with a representative agent who does not hold RE? Although the two answers
are “yes” and then “no,” there are subtle differences in the reasons for these answers
across the papers. I briefly outline them now.
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(i) The RB approach implies that to forecast prices, an agent forecast the belief of
“others,” whose belief he perceives to be different from his own. This distinction
does not exist in a representative agent economy in which uncertainty about the
belief of others disappears.

(ii) Heterogeneity plays a key role in the dynamics of market belief via the struc-
ture of correlation across beliefs which impacts the implied dynamics. Hence,
changes in heterogeneity without changes in the mean matter but are missed by
a representative agent.

(iii) For the BRF group with multiple misspecified forecast models there are con-
ditions when heterogeneity is not a long-term result. This, however, is not the
general case.

(iv) Substantial literature shows that the cross-sectional standard deviation across
individual forecasts contributes to the predictability of returns, and this is the
empirical conclusion of Kurz and Motolese (2011) as well. Cross sectional var-
iance does not exist in a representative agent economy.

(v) Can a belief heterogenous economy be replicated by a representative agent?
There are several results in the literature, including Kurz and Motolese (2011),
that show average market belief can be neither a probability nor rational; with
diverse beliefs one cannot construct an “average” state space.

4 Concluding remarks

This volume offers a sample of papers which are part of a growing literature advancing
the view that market belief is a central cause of economic volatility and consequently
market risk is not just about exogenous shocks but mostly about the effects of future
market expectations. Since this point of view raises questions which are fundamental
to the functioning of an economy, it is thus natural the problems tackled by these papers
represent a sample of the open questions for future research. To be more specific let
me offer four examples.

(i) Wieland and Wolters (2011), Branch and Evans (2011) and De Grauwe (2011)
point out the need for a reformulation of the basic tools of Macroeconomics to
account for the effect of diverse beliefs and to study the impact of such a fact
on the conduct of monetary policy.

(ii) Nielsen (2011) shows that with diverse beliefs and high volatility Pareto opti-
mum is not compelling as a criterion to support stabilizing monetary and fiscal
policy, and additional research is necessary to study optimal stabilizing policies
taking into account the need to neutralize the effect of market belief.

(iii) Branch and McGough (2011), Branch and Evans (2011) and De Grauwe (2011)
highlight the impact of expectations on business cycles and this remains an
important area for future research.

(iv) Guo et al. (2011) stress the crucial interaction between credit constraints and
market expectations as a mechanism impacting economic volatility. The role
of credit creation is important and not sufficiently studied. This observation is
particularly relevant to the financial crisis of 2008–2009 and complements my
point (iii) about the role of expectations in business cycles. Events of recent
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years demonstrate the strong combined effect of low credit restrictions and mar-
ket expectations on economic volatility, business cycles, and the effect of policy.
In this context the problems addressed by Guo et al. (2011) together with other
papers in this volume offer a rich set of questions for future study.
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